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This is the first comprehensive textbook on prejudice with a solid psychological research base.
By integrating theory and research with students' own encounters, the authors increase college
students' knowing of influences that shape prejudices. Whitley and Kite cover a broad range of
topics--from race and ethnicity to gender, sexual orientation, and ageism. As students evaluate
analysis results and their personal, subjective beliefs, they develop an appreciation of scientific
evidence relating to stereotypes, prejudice, and discrimination.
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SAVE MONEY AND PURCHASE THE KINDLE VERSION Just what my instructor asked for!).! It allows
me to type keywords and zoom in.It includes a lot of interesting insight, but most of the
information simply seems like personal taste and every chapter repeats and recycles the same
points as the previous one. I personally believe that ANYONE WHO PLANS TO CONNECT TO
ANYONE, EVER should have a course based around this text. I got an A in this course and I'd say
that's partly because I had a great online reserve!! Long winded chapters. Informative. Authors
clearly just wish to make a buck (and by god are they making dollars when this stupid textbook
works $160 Extremely repetitive (same concepts EVERY SINGLE FREAKING CHAPTER). Let's be
realistic. It's important for people to understand one another therefore we are able to coexist
peacefully. You buy it for course and won't use it for very much else. I believe this was much
better than purchasing the actual book! Great! This is the first time I have ever done that and I
will be doing that again! Three Stars Repeats most of the information over and over again. It is
not simply for Psychology Majors but for everyone. I write silly evaluations on Amazon, because
YOU WILL WANT TO, but this text is essential. There are no pictures and the written text is very
basic, but the material is so interesting! That is a textbook and is definitely several hundred
pages. I hope to one day see even more coursework like this incorporated throughout all lifestyle
stages. Five Stars great price fast provider ! but I would recommend it as a normal read for
anybody and everyone I was necessary to have this textbook for a class, but I would recommend
it as a normal read for anyone and everyone. Informative and Worth the read I've learned so
much on the subject of prejudice since We started reading this book. I know that we each hold
prejudices, but to the extent to which we hold them is definitely something I was unacquainted
with. It is well worth it to read this book since it provides an insight to prejudice: why it happens,
how we take part in it and feasible ways to reduce or stop it. Understand this book!! Great text!
Very repetitive, a lot of personal views. Authors clearly simply want to make a buck (and by god
are they making bucks when this stupid textbook operates $160! I downloaded this book on my
mac to make use of on the Kindle to save lots of money. Not dry. Usually do not read if you don't
have to Good book One of the best text message books. Super boring. Four Stars It arrived in
good shape and is what was described. Love the use of true to life inserted in.
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